Note: This is for the shed installation only. Base or Foundation should be in place before installation of the shed can begin!

Shed Foundation - What Kind of Foundation and How Big Should it be for the Shed I Need?

One of the key components of your shed is the foundation. Your shed must be built on a level surface or it will not assemble properly. We recommend a concrete patio, or wood deck base. The foundation needs to be flat and assembled before the shed is delivered so you have no delay in the installation of your shed. Note: This cannot be built on grass or a gravel foundation.

Consider the Following Before Purchasing and Installing Your Shed:

Covenants, Permits, and Shed Foundation.

Does your Subdivision, Town, or City have any Covenants or Permits for your shed?

Check the restrictions or covenants your neighborhood has for building sheds. For instance, many cities and neighborhoods will dictate the specific distance from a property line or fence line that a shed must be built. This may determine what type and size of shed you can build. In addition, do you need to submit any architectural forms to your neighborhood HOA or acquire a building permit from your city?

For any questions or concerns on the purchase and installation contact Lifetime Customer Service at (800) 225-3865.